


digital, RRA knew the time was right to make the move and has never looked back.

Important Workflow Efficiencies
Keeping the wheels of radiology turning, Riccio reports that Selenia also has

shortened exam time by 25 percent when mammograms are read after the patient
leaves. Appearing almost instantly on the operator console screen – processed with
speed and efficiency — Selenia’s digital images enable ultra-fast quality control
and room turnover by eliminating time-consuming film developing.

“Digital efficiencies are best realized in this scenario, which is typical of a produc-
tivity-driven practice with strong emphasis on mammography,” Wald said. “For such a
busy radiology group, the time-saving in acquisition alone would be highly significant.”

However, RRA reads this way only during the practice’s special extended hours
for busy working women. In keeping with its patient-focused philosophy, the RRA’s
preference is to present women with their results personally before they leave.
“Stopping to read exams while the patient is here takes time, but the look of appre-
ciation in most patients’ eyes is worth it,” Riccio said.

Both radiologists believe that if all exams were reviewed at the end of the day,
digital technology would also significantly shorten reading time, supporting an
expanded patient base and greater revenues. “If technologists had a day’s worth of
exams and priors cued up on a reading station ready for the radiologist at five
o’clock, I believe that the film reading process also would be significantly acceler-
ated,” Riccio said.

Now, more than a year into digital mammography, the practice is also starting to
see new efficiencies due to the elimination of lost and hard-to-locate prior films.
The significance of this likely will grow over time as storage of prior exams increas-
ingly migrates to digital.

RRA radiologists also take advantage of a full range of Selenia’s innovative pro-
ductivity-enhancing tools, from the automatic positioning of its unique Smart
Paddle System and easily adjusted exam parameters, to automated image process-
ing and customizable user review preferences.
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